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A biomaterials approach to peripheral nerve regeneration: bridging the peripheral nerve gap and enhancing functional recovery
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Microsurgical techniques for the treatment of large peripheral nerve injuries (such as the gold standard autograft) and its main clinically approved alternative—hollow nerve guidance conduits (NGCs)—have a number of limitations that need to be addressed. NGCs, in particular, are limited to treating a relatively short nerve gap (4 cm in length) and are often associated with poor functional recovery. Recent advances in biomaterials and tissue engineering approaches are seeking to overcome the limitations associated with these treatment methods. This review critically discusses the advances in biomaterial-based NGCs, their limitations and where future improvements may be required. Recent developments include the incorporation of topographical guidance features and/or intraluminal structures, which attempt to guide Schwann cell (SC) migration and axonal regrowth towards their distal targets. The use of such strategies requires consideration of the size and distribution of these topographical features, as well as a suitable surface for cell–material interactions. Likewise, cellular and molecular-based therapies are being considered for the creation of a more conductive nerve microenvironment. For example, hurdles associated with the short half-lives and low stability of molecular therapies are being surmounted through the use of controlled delivery systems. Similarly, cells (SCs, stem cells and genetically modified cells) are being delivered with biomaterial matrices in attempts to control their dispersion and to facilitate their incorporation within the host regeneration process. Despite recent advances in peripheral nerve repair, there are a number of key factors that need to be considered in order for these new technologies to reach the clinic.
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1. INTRODUCTION: PERIPHERAL NERVE INJURY AND REPAIR

Peripheral nerve injury is a large-scale problem annually affecting more than one million people worldwide. These injuries often result in painful neuropathies owing to reduction in motor function and sensory perception. Peripheral nerve injuries are common in both civil and military environments and are primarily the result of transection injuries or burns, but may also arise from degenerative conditions [1,2]. Over relatively short nerve gaps, spontaneous natural regeneration may occur. However, over larger gaps, microsurgical repair is essential for nerve repair [3–5].

Currently, there are a variety of microsurgical repair methods available, including direct repair, autograft/allograft transplantation and the use of hollow nerve guidance conduit (NGC) repair [3–5]. Direct nerve repair (also known as end-to-end suturing, end–end repair, end-to-end neurorrhaphy or end-to-end coaptation) is the preferred method of treatment for peripheral nerve repair [6]. This method of treatment, however, is limited to the treatment of short nerve defects requiring tension-free suturing of the injury site [6]. For optimal regeneration, the nerve stumps must be correctly aligned and repaired with minimal tissue damage, using the minimal number of sutures. This repair method is limited to nerve gaps shorter than 5 mm [7]. Beyond this relatively short gap, injuries are precluded from primary repair, and alternative tissue engineering strategies are the main option.
1.1. Autograft: the limited gold standard

For patients precluded from direct repair, autograft is the current gold standard and has remained so for the last 50 years [7–9]. These grafts being taken primarily from the sural nerve of the treated patient and have demonstrated a success rate of only 50 per cent on patients treated [6,10]. These grafts are primarily sensory, owing to the unavailability of motor nerves, limiting their potential to repair pure motor nerve deficits (tibial) and mixed nerve injuries (sciatic) and may be one of the primary reasons for the poor functional recovery rates associated with autografts [11,12]. The use of sensory nerves for the treatment of motor nerve deficits causes morphometric mismatches in the native environments, mismatch in axonal size, distribution and alignment [12,13]. Motor neurons are primarily in the range of 3–20 µm, whereas sensory neurons range from 0.2 to 15 µm [14]. If sensory nerve grafts are therefore used to treat a pure motor nerve injury, there is a great potential for size mismatch, potentially limiting regeneration. Secondary to this limitation, the use of autograft has a number of disadvantages, including limited myofibroblast infiltration, reduced neurotrophic factors; ultimately guiding regenerating axons with limited sprouting and no associated donor site morbidity, and show poor functional recovery [24]. Early attempts of nerve regeneration using autograft and allograft treatment. In efforts to address the limitations of these nerve grafting techniques, the primary alternative is the use of hollow NGCs.

1.2. The development of nerve guidance conduits

The use of hollow NGCs was originally proposed for use with nerve repair as early as 1881 with the first successful application occurring in 1882, where a hollow bone tube was used to bridge a 30 mm nerve gap in a dog [19]. Today, the use of hollow NGCs is the clinically approved alternative to autograft repair. These conduits have a number of advantages for nerve repair, including limited myofibroblast infiltration, reduced neuroma and scar formation, reduction in collateral sprouting and no associated donor site morbidity, and facilitates the accumulation of a high concentration of neurotrophic factors; ultimately guiding regenerating nerves to their distal targets [20]. However, the use of hollow NGCs is currently limited to a critical nerve gap of approximately 4 cm [21]. These NGCs allow the creation of a controlled microenvironment for the regeneration of nerve fibres and have shown some clinical success [22,23]. Current clinically translated NGCS are primarily made from synthetic materials such as poly-glycolic acid (PGA), polylactide-caprolactone (PLCL), various combinations of the PGA or PLCL, or from animal extracted collagen (table 1) [6,22,23].

Despite some success in nerve repair, these hollow NGCs fail to match the regenerative levels of autograft and show poor functional recovery [24]. Early attempts of improvements for NGCs involved variations in material design and fulfilling a number of criteria for the ideal hollow conduit. These criteria included: (i) limiting scar infiltration, while allowing diffusion of nutrients into the conduit and wastes to exit the conduit; (ii) providing sufficient mechanical properties.
for structural support; (iii) exhibiting a low immune response; and (iv) biodegradability, to remove the need for secondary surgery and to prevent chronic inflammation and pain caused by nerve compression due to the eventual collapse of implanted NGCs [25]. For the first criterion, adequate nutrient exchange and waste removal in an NGC can be achieved, if the material is permeable with a molecular weight limit of approximately 50 kDa [26–28]. For the remaining criteria, a number of different materials both biological (e.g. collagen, small intestinal submucosa) and synthetic (e.g. polyhydroxybuturate, polyvinyl alcohol, PGA) have been considered throughout the years [3,5,29,30]. These past studies have shown some improvements in nerve regeneration and functional recovery; however, certain key elements are missing with the use of hollow NGCs alone.

1.3. Regeneration within a hollow nerve guidance conduit

Understanding the natural regenerative process occurring within hollow NGCs is a prerequisite for improved nerve regeneration. Briefly this regenerative process can be divided into five main phases: (i) the fluid phase; (ii) the matrix phase; (iii) the cellular migration phase; (iv) the axonal phase; and (v) the myelination phase (figure 1) [7]. In the initial fluid phase, there is an influx of plasma exudate from both the proximal and distal nerve stumps, which is filled with neurotrophic factors and extracellular matrix (ECM) precursor molecules (e.g. fibrinogen and factor XIII), which peak in concentration after 3–6 h; the time-course mentioned refers to nerve conduit repair occurring within a rat model across a non-critical 10 mm gap [1,7,31]. This initial fluid phase is followed by the formation of an acellular fibrin cable between the proximal and distal stumps, formed from the former influxed ECM precursor molecules [7,31,32]. This fibrin cable usually forms within one week of NGC repair and forms an ECM bridge for the next stage of regeneration. During the second week of repair, SCs from the proximal and distal nerve stumps, as well as some endothelial cells and fibroblasts, migrate along this fibrin cable [1,7]. These SCs subsequently proliferate and align, forming an aligned SC cable, i.e. the glial bands of Büngner. This biological tissue cable provides a trophic and topographical guidance structure that simultaneously can provide additional topographical guidance cues to regenerating axons. Ultimately, the addition of intraluminal channels aim to recapitulate the hierarchical organization and biological function of the native ECM [13].

In early studies by Matsumoto et al. [36], the addition of laminin-coated collagen fibres to a PGA NGC was shown to bridge a gap of 8 cm within a canine peroneal nerve model far exceeding that of a critical nerve gap. However, functional recovery was not characterized. This concept was further explored by Yoshii and co-workers [42,43], using bundles of collagen fibres alone without the use of an external conduit structure. Gaps of 20 and 30 mm were consecutively bridged in successive studies; however, functional recovery remained poor. Despite this, the addition of intraluminal fillers clearly showed the ability to extend the regeneration limits of hollow NGCs [42,43]. Over the years, a number of variations of these intraluminal guidance structures have been used within hollow NGCs in attempts to bridge a critical nerve gap or to enhance functional recovery (table 2). Similar studies by Ngo et al. highlighted the importance of ‘packing density’ (or ‘void fraction’) [36], as well as the distribution of intraluminal structures, as essential...
considerations for their incorporation within hollow NGC [39,41,52]. Another study observed that high densities (approx. 15–30% of the cross-sectional area) of poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) microfilaments inhibited nerve regeneration [47]. At lower densities (approx. 3.75–7.5% of the cross-sectional area), regeneration was increased and the ability to bridge a critical nerve gap in a rat sciatic nerve model was demonstrated. These were taken as the optimal packing densities for the introduction of intraluminal structures, as lower densities resulted in the fibres settling to the bottom of the conduit, while higher densities resulted in the inhibition of regenerating nerves [47]. This inhibition was similarly seen by Stang et al. [52], where the addition of a dense collagen sponge within a hollow NGC was shown to inhibit regeneration entirely.

Ngo et al. [47] demonstrated that axonal regeneration was further reduced when intraluminal fibres were juxtaposed. One instance showed that fibres clustered in the centre of the conduit resulted in complete

Figure 1. Regenerative sequence occurring within a hollow NGC. Figure adapted from Belkas et al. [7]. This regenerative process occurs in five main phases: (1) the fluid phase: plasma exudate fills the conduit resulting in accumulation of neurotrophic factors and ECM molecules; (2) the matrix phase: an acellular fibrin cable forms between the proximal and distal nerve stumps; (3) the cellular phase: Schwann cells, endothelial cells and fibroblasts migrate (from the proximal and distal nerve stumps), align and proliferate along the fibrin cable forming a biological tissue cable; (4) axonal phase: re-growing axons use this biological tissue cable to reach their distal targets; (5) myelination phase: Schwann cells switch to a myelinating phenotype and associated with regenerated axons forming mature myelinated axons.
regeneration failure. This result highlights the necessity for the correct positioning of intraluminal fillers within a hollow NGC and when used with the appropriate material combinations, as seen in a later study where PLLA intraluminal filaments were incorporated into a permeable poly(lactic acid) (PLA) NGC. A further increase in their regenerative potential was seen in vivo in contrast to that of the original impermeable silicone NGC [53].

A number of similar studies were carried out using different combinations of intraluminal guidance structures and outer conduit materials and are summarized in table 2. These intraluminal guidance structures include gels, sponges, films, filaments and fibres, which have been used alone, or in combination with a number of supportive factors. One approach taken is the addition of nano-scale guidance cues to micrometre-scale intraluminal guidance structures.

These nano-scale features were successfully incorporated into both film [39,54] and filament guidance structures [13]. The use of aligned polymeric fibrous films serves as one interesting alternative to the use of intraluminal fibres/filaments. A critical nerve gap of approximately 17 mm was bridged using aligned electrospun thin films of poly(acrylonitrile-co-methylacrylate; PAN-MA) fibres [54]. These aligned sub-micrometre-scale fibres (400–600 nm in diameter) showed a significant increase in nerve regeneration in contrast to that of control unaligned films and in later studies showed the ability to be arranged into a variety of configurations.

These electrospun films have the advantages of a high surface area-to-volume ratio, a compact aligned topography, controlled packing configurations and a low packing density (approx. 0.6% of the NGC cross-sectional area) [39]. These intraluminal films allow controlled positioning of guidance structures, eliminating the problem of fibre overlap associated with the use of intraluminal fibres/filaments. Despite the advantages of such a concept, a single film placed along the midline of the conduit showed the most promising results. The addition of further films (in various configurations) limited regeneration-creating areas devoid of axonal growth. The author noted the disadvantage of creating zones within the conduit itself. These zones allowed symmetrical mismatches of migration of supportive cells from the proximal and distal nerve stumps. SCs could be seen migrating in the upper zone proximally, while distilling migrating in a lower zone of the configuration. This misalignment resulted in the incorrect formation of an aligned tissue cable [39]. The use of such a system therefore requires careful positioning of each film within the conduit to create a controlled environment for repair.

The use of nano-scale topographies was similarly achieved by Koh et al. [13] through the use of micrometre-scale intraluminal filaments that were composed of aligned electrospun nanofibrous yarns. These intraluminal filaments consisted of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid; PLGA) nanofibres (between 200 and 600 nm in diameter) and have a diameter of approximately
Table 2. Examples of intraluminal guidance structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>structure</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>gap</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>significant outcome</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>laminin/NGS, coated fibre (YIGSR)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>eight weeks</td>
<td>laminin-NGSR coated fibre groups significantly increased axonal density versus uncoated fibre groups</td>
<td>Itoh et al. [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen fibres (YIGSR)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>four, eight weeks</td>
<td>laminin-NGSR coated fibre groups significantly increased axonal density versus uncoated fibre groups</td>
<td>Itoh et al. [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen fibres (YIGSR)</td>
<td>canine</td>
<td>80 mm</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
<td>4–20 mm</td>
<td>high filament densities inhibited functional recovery to autograft.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td>10 weeks</td>
<td>increased nerve regeneration, Low filament densities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>canine</td>
<td>80 mm</td>
<td>12 weeks</td>
<td>critical gap bridged. No significant difference versus autograft at eight weeks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>canine</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen microfilaments</td>
<td>canine</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>canine</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen microfilaments</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen microfilaments</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen filaments (YIGSR)</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen microfilaments</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collagen sponge</td>
<td>dog sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>six months</td>
<td>no significant difference in nerve regeneration or functional recovery seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Luminal wall guidance features: enhancing porosity and increasing guided cell migration

A number of physical alterations to the luminal wall have also been considered to introduce physical guidance signals within a hollow NGC. These physical guidance features range from micrometre-scale features to the more biomimetic nano-scale topographies (table 3) [4] and primarily involve either the incorporation of longitudinal micro-channels on the inner lumen of an NGC or luminal walls composed of orientated and non-orientated electrospun micrometre-scale to nano-scale fibres. It has been shown that the use of micrometre-scale features induces a guidance effect on neurites of re-growing neurons. These neurites show increasing alignment as features approach the size of regenerating axons, which are of approximately the same width as glial bands of Büngner or smaller [8]. Depending on nerve type and anatomical location, these axons may have a diameter of 2–5 μm (Aβ) or 15–20 μm (Aα) [8,14]. Overall, neurites show increasing alignment as features decrease in width from 500 to 5 μm [4,8,32,59,60]. To take advantage of the guidance effect of the aforementioned topographical features micro and nano-scale structures are currently being incorporated into a number of NGCs designs with the luminal walls displaying longitudinally ordered guidance structures to regenerating axons and similarly to that of migrating and proliferating SCs (table 3). One such example was shown by Rutkowski et al. [55] across a nerve gap of approximately 10 mm in a rat sciatic nerve model using a micro-patterned laminin-coated (poly (D,L-lactic acid)) PDLLA conduit. This study highlighted that over a non-critical nerve gap, the inclusion of micro-channels alone had no significant effect on the level of nerve regeneration, as against control hollow non-micro-grooved conduits. However, the addition of micro-channels, when assessed over a critical 1.5 cm nerve gap, exhibited a significant increase in nerve regeneration and functional recovery versus control NGCs [56]. Similarly, Hu et al., using a unidirectional freezing method, followed by freeze drying, produced a collagen–chitosan conduit with longitudinal orientated micro-channels, in the range of 25–55 μm, within the luminal wall. This produced a hollow NGC with topographical guidance features, while maintaining structural integrity and a high degree of porosity, and was successfully used to bridge a 15 mm critical nerve gap. This longitudinal micro-channelled conduit showed a similar level of regeneration and functional recovery to that of autografts at 12 weeks post implantation. It also showed the ability of an NGC with micro-scale
| feature model gap time significant results references |
|-------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| micro-grooved/micro-channelled luminal features       | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | eight weeks                                      | micro-channels had no significant effect on regeneration; addition of SCs increased functional recovery | Rutkowski et al. [55] |
| micro-channelled PDLLA NGC + SCs (groove width 10 µm, depth 4.3 µm) | rat sciatic                                    | 15 mm                                           | four, 12 weeks                                   | similar level of regeneration and functional recovery to autograft at 12 weeks. | Hu et al. [56] |
| micro-channelled collagen–chitosan conduit (groove width 25–55 µm) | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | four, eight weeks                                | significant increase in functional recovery could be seen versus control conduits | Wang et al. [57] |
| electrospr non-channelled collagen–chitosan conduit (groove width 25–55 µm) | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | four, eight weeks                                | significant increase in functional nerve regeneration versus P(LLA-CL) NGCs. | Yao et al. [58] |
| multi-channelled collagen conduit (1-, 2-, 4-, 7-channel conduits) | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | 16 weeks                                         | PLGA conduits with asymmetric pores showed higher nerve regeneration than PLGA conduits with symmetric pores. | Chang & Hsu [27] |
| electrospun nano- and micro-fibrous conduits           | rat sciatic                                    | 15 mm                                           | 12 weeks                                         | significant increase in functional recovery could be seen versus control conduits | Chew et al. [40] |
| electrospun PCLEEP fibrous conduit with GDNF (θ (3.96 ± 0.14 µm) | rat sciatic                                    | 15 mm                                           | 12 weeks                                         | significant increase in functional recovery could be seen versus control conduits | Chew et al. [40] |
| silk fibroin P(LA–CL) fibrous NGC                     | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | four, eight weeks                                | 4-channel conduits significantly decreased axonal dispersion versus control single channel conduits. | Yao et al. [58] |
| variations in conduit design:                         |                                                |                                                  |                                                  |                                                                                      |                                                              |
| multi-channelled collagen conduit (1-, 2-, 4-, 7-channel conduits) | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | 16 weeks                                         | PLGA conduits with asymmetric pores showed higher nerve regeneration than PLGA conduits with symmetric pores. | Chang & Hsu [27] |
| enhancing nutrient exchange and introduction of external stimuli | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | four, eight weeks                                | PLGA conduits with asymmetric pores showed higher nerve regeneration than PLGA conduits with symmetric pores. | Chang & Hsu [27] |
| PLGA conduit with asymmetric pores                    | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | one, eight weeks                                 | a bi-layered NGC + US increased nerve regeneration rates versus no US groups (0.72 mm d^-1 V 0.48 mm d^-1) | Park et al. [25] |
| bi-layered micro and nano porous PLGA/phluronic F127 NGC + US | rat sciatic                                    | 10 mm                                           | one, eight weeks                                 | a bi-layered NGC + US increased nerve regeneration rates versus no US groups (0.72 mm d^-1 V 0.48 mm d^-1) | Park et al. [25] |
within their conduit design. A bi-layered laminin-coated PLLA conduit, used in combination with intra-luminal PLGA fibres, was demonstrated to enhance the modified outer NGC. This bi-layered conduit consisted of an outer layer of randomly aligned electrospun nanofibres and an inner layer of longitudinally aligned nanofibres that were in the range 250–1000 nm in diameter. It was proposed that the longitudinally aligned inner layer provided topographical cues for regenerating axons and migrating SCs, while the outer layer provided structural support to the conduit structure while maintaining the porosity of the tube. This conduit was successfully used to bridge a critical nerve gap of 15 mm and exhibited functional recovery comparable to autografts [13].

2.3. Optimizing conduit design and the introduction of external stimuli

Alternative strategies for enhancing nerve repair involve reconsidering the overall conduit design (table 3). These approaches have been used to limit axonal dispersion [55], optimize nutrient exchange [25,63] and to more closely resemble the micro-architecture of the peripheral nerve environment [64]. Some of these designs have been successfully combined with non-invasive clinical approaches (i.e. ultrasound) and have shown the potential to enhance peripheral nerve repair [25,61].

The use of a multi-channel conduit is one promising alternative for peripheral nerve repair [21,58,64,65]. A multi-channel PLGA was originally investigated as an alternative to conventional NGC, which was closely imitating native nerve’s architecture [64]. Using a foam-processing technique, conduits with multiple micro-channels were manufactured. The primary premise for this design was the controlled introduction of allogenic SCs by increasing the overall surface area for SC adherence and distribution. From this basis, a five channel conduit was then successfully used to bridge a short 7 mm rat sciatic nerve gap. This design however had a very low cross-section available for nerve regeneration, making comparison with the control autograft group difficult [64]. It was later put forward by de Ruiter et al. [66] and by Yao et al. [58] that this multi-channel design could be used to limit axonal dispersion within NGC. It was later put forward by de Ruiter et al. that a single and seven channel PLGA NGCs were used to bridge a 10 mm nerve gap in a rat sciatic nerve model. At 12 weeks, there was no significant difference between single and multi-channel conduits with regard to nerve regeneration. However, using a simultaneous retrograde tracing technique, there was a significant decrease in axonal dispersion versus control single channel conduits. The use of this conduit however showed that these results in only 50 per cent of the groups assessed, primarily due to swelling of the PLGA tube, resulting in occlusion of a number of the channels and the consequences of these results were not definitive [66]. In order to improve this design, Yao et al. [58] showed that the use of multi-channelled collagen nerve conduits could similarly be used to bridge a 10 mm rat sciatic nerve gap, without the structural instability seen in previous studies. This study showed similar results for nerve regeneration to previous work; however there was a significant decrease in overall axonal dispersion/misdirection using this multi-channel design. Using this multi-channel design in combination with additional factors, such as guidance structures or molecular/cell-based therapies, could be an interesting approach for future nerve repair, and potentially could reduce significantly the misdirection of re-growing axons.

Another approach is the use of a bi-layered PLGA/pluronic F127 asymmetrically porous conduit that has shown to have a number of features [25,63] to increase regeneration within a hollow nerve conduit. This conduit contains two distinct layers: an inner surface with nano-pores of 50 μm in diameter asymmetrically aligned, which allows the diffusion of nutrients and neurotrophic factors but reduces scar infiltration; and an outer surface consisting of micro-pores approximately 50 μm in diameter, which permits vascular ingrowth into the conduit [25,63]. The use of asymmetric pores over non-asymmetric pores had previously been shown to increase early stage nerve regeneration [27,63]. This, in combination with the pluronic F127 coating, increases the hydrophilicity of the conduit, resulting in an increase in the regeneration rate of regenerating axons versus that of control conduits [63]. In later studies, these bi-layered coated conduits were combined with external ultrasound stimulation (US), a novel non-invasive approach. The use of low-intensity US indicated a significant increase in nerve regeneration rates (0.72 mm d⁻¹ in the US-treated group versus 0.48 mm d⁻¹ in the non-treated group) [25]. Likewise, US resulted in increased myelination, axon diameter and thicker regenerative nerve cable [25]. The effects of US stimulation have exhibited comparable results in a number of studies and may hold potential to improve current clinical nerve therapies especially when used in combination with additional regenerative factors, i.e. neurotrophic factors, growth factors or cell-based therapies.

2.4. Surface modifications and peptide mimetics

The addition of topographical guidance cues and structural features to a conduit may require additional surface modifications of the biomaterial surface, depending on the base material. Numerous forms of surface modifications have been used with both synthetic biodegradable materials (polycaprolactone (PCL), PLA and PLLA) and numerous natural materials (collagen, chitosan and fibrin) [36,46,67–71]. These materials while they exhibit the required structural cues for guided cell growth, SC adhesion and migration, their surface characteristics may not be such as to induce the required effects; these materials tend to be hydrophilic or hydrophobic reducing their applicability for nerve repair [72]. Consequently, a number of surface modification techniques have been employed to increase cell adhesion, proliferation and migration. These modifications may take the form of full protein coatings, chemical and physical treatments, or the addition of protein mimetics onto the surface of the material [72].
Numerous ECM proteins have been considered as candidates for surface functionalization including collagen, fibronectin and laminin [13,73,74]. Laminin, a complex trimeric glycoprotein, is a major component of the basal lamina of SCs and has positive effects on neurite extension and SC adhesion, proliferation and migration, and overall have exhibited the ability to improve nerve regeneration [13,46,70]. This trimeric glycoprotein has been demonstrated to interact with SC integrins, which may result in activation of myelination needed for successful growth and repair [13]. Numerous studies have shown its ability to enhance Schwann proliferation and migration, as well as its direct effects on neurite outgrowth [13,36,70]. Laminin has been used most frequently for surface modification for NGC and for their respective structural components [13,36,46,55,68,70,74,75]. Other ECM molecules, such as collagen and fibronectin, have the ability to significantly increase SC adhesion as well as proliferation, and enhance neurite outgrowth however, although results have been shown to be significantly lower than that of laminin [13,73,74]. A number of studies have conjugated laminin to their respective material or used them to enhance the aforementioned intraluminal fillers [36,46,68,70,76]. Each respective study notably showed a significant increase in nerve regeneration compared with that of uncoated fibres [36,46,68,70]. Yu & Bellamkonda [74] presented a combination of laminin and slow-releasing NGF from an agarose hydrogel. The combined effect of these two factors yielded nerve regeneration and functional recovery similar to that of autograft [74]. Similarly, in a recent study by Koh et al. [13], the incorporation of a laminin coating, combined with PLGA intraluminal guidance structures, successfully bridged a critical nerve gap of 15 mm, and showed superior functional recovery to that of autograft. These same ECM molecules can similarly be used as a luminal wall coating, increasing cell adhesion and proliferation as well as increasing guided axonal outgrowth and may serve to enhance some of the luminal wall guidance features mentioned previously [55,67,77].

Large ECM molecules, such as laminin, have a large molecular weight (about 900 kDa), making them quite difficult to synthesize [67,70]. One alternative to the use of these large glycoproteins is the use of short chain protein peptide mimetics (table 4). These peptides have a number of advantages over large proteins, including (i) high stability; (ii) low immune response; (iii) high surface density and orientation for ligand-receptor interaction and cell adhesion; (iv) a relatively low molecular weight; and (v) the ability to be used in high concentrations [70,72]. A number of these peptide sequences have been used in the context of peripheral nerve repair, including RGD (Arg–Gly–Asp), a peptide found in fibronectin, laminin and other ECM molecules; IKVAV (Ile–Lys–Val–Ala–Val) and YIGSR (Tyr–Ile–Gly–Ser–Arg) of the laminin β chain, RNIAEIKDI (Arg–Asn–Ile–Ala–Glu–Ile–Lys–Asp–Ile) peptides of the laminin γ chain and the primary cell binding domains of laminin; as well as similar peptide sequences such as HAV (His–Ala–Val), a mimic of the N-cadherin regulatory protein that is present on both neurons and glial cells [67,70–72,77].

A range of these peptides was successfully assessed, in vitro and in vivo, by Schense et al. [71] within a fibrin matrix. These various peptide sequences exhibited a significant increase in regeneration compared with that of control uncoated fibrin matrix in vitro. Noteworthy was the synergistic effect of multiple peptides on neurite outgrowth, where the combined effect of four individual laminin peptides was greater than the sum of neurite extension for individual peptide alone. In an in vivo study, using a 4 mm dorsal root model, an NGC filled with a peptide-loaded fibrin matrix was successfully implanted. The incorporation of individual peptides within a fibrin matrix showed no significant difference versus fibrin alone; however the synergistic effects of the four laminin peptides showed a significant increase in nerve regeneration versus control fibrin matrices [71]. Similarly, in a work carried out by Yao et al. [60], a human laminin five peptide (PPFLLMLKGSTR (Pro–Pro–Phe–Leu–Met–Leu–Lys–Gly–Ser–Thr–Arg)) coating was shown to exhibit similar levels of neurite outgrowth to that of a collagen-coated substrate in vitro and successfully used in combination with micro-structured templates, enhancing neurite growth and alignment.

These peptides have been used in a number of similar studies and results have shown levels of regeneration equivalent to whole proteins [44,67,86]. Itoh et al. [44] successfully coated collagen intraluminal fillers with either laminin or the YIGSR peptide, and compared regeneration with uncoated collagen fibres. It was shown that both the laminin-coated and peptide-coated fibres indicated a significant increase in nerve regeneration versus uncoated collagen fibres. In particular, there was no significant difference in nerve regeneration between the whole glycoprotein and the peptide mimetic [44]. In more recent studies, Santiago et al. [67] modified the inner surface of a PCL scaffold with a peptide sequence (RGD) as a means to enhance axonal interactions as well as SC adhesion, and to increase adhesion of implanted adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs). Wang & Huang [86] incorporated a CYIGSR (Cys–Tyr–Ile–Gly–Ser–Arg) peptide (YIGSR peptide with a glycine spacer) with a bi-layered micro/nanofibrous conduit, resulting in increased nerve regeneration. These surface modifications, including large glycoproteins or their peptide mimetics, can be seen as key factors for enhancing structural features of current NGCs.

3. MOLECULAR DELIVERY THERAPIES: THE CREATION OF A CONDUCTIVE MICROENVIRONMENT

The addition of structural features to hollow NGCs is one approach to improve nerve regeneration—in particular, across critical nerve gap [36,43,45,49,51]. The addition of these features alone is insufficient to increase functional recovery. In efforts to improve functional regeneration in both critical and non-critical gaps, the creation of a more conductive microenvironment is of high importance. The reduction in functional nerve regeneration over these challenging nerve gaps can be attributed to a variety of factors. These include inadequate ECM formation (mentioned earlier), insufficient neurotrophic support, inadequate Schwann numbers, reduction in SC migration and proliferation, and possible reduction in the neurotrophic
Table 4. Molecular therapies for the creation of a conductive microenvironment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>delivery method</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>gap</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>NGC + GDNF</th>
<th>NGF</th>
<th>GDNF/NT-3</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>luminal release</td>
<td>rat facial</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>six weeks</td>
<td>NGC showed highest nerve regeneration</td>
<td>NGF showed highest nerve regeneration</td>
<td>NGF increased nerve regeneration versus control group</td>
<td>Barras et al. [78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suspension (matrigel)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>one, two, four and six weeks</td>
<td>VEGF increased angiogenesis, SC migration and nerve regeneration</td>
<td>VEGF increased angiogenesis, SC migration and nerve regeneration</td>
<td>NGF increased nerve regeneration versus control group</td>
<td>Xu et al. [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luminal release</td>
<td>rat peroneal</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>12 weeks</td>
<td>significant results</td>
<td>significant results</td>
<td>significant results</td>
<td>Piquilloud et al. [81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suspension (matrigel)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>four, eight weeks</td>
<td>GDNF luminal release showed superior regeneration to suspension</td>
<td>GDNF luminal release showed superior regeneration to suspension</td>
<td>GDNF luminal release showed superior regeneration to suspension</td>
<td>Madduri et al. [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luminal release</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>four, eight weeks</td>
<td>significant increase in early peripheral nerve regeneration</td>
<td>significant increase in early peripheral nerve regeneration</td>
<td>significant increase in early peripheral nerve regeneration</td>
<td>Wood et al. [82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suspension (matrigel)</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>13 mm</td>
<td>12 weeks</td>
<td>functional recovery comparable to that of autograft</td>
<td>functional recovery comparable to that of autograft</td>
<td>functional recovery comparable to that of autograft</td>
<td>Shen et al. [83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core-shell nanofibrous release</td>
<td>rat sciatic</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>12 weeks</td>
<td>NGF showed similar functional recovery to autograft</td>
<td>NGF showed similar functional recovery to autograft</td>
<td>NGF showed similar functional recovery to autograft</td>
<td>Liu et al. [84]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Effects of the distal nerve stump [1,7,31]. In efforts to enhance functional nerve regeneration, advances have been made to create a more conductive environment for repair. Strategies include the use of exogenous growth factors (e.g. vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (bFGF)), neurotrophic factors (e.g. neurotrophin-3 (NT3), NGF) or cell-based therapies (e.g. SCs, stem cells; figure 3) [9,78–85,87–91].

Neurotrophic factors enhance functional regeneration, by supporting axonal growth, SC migration and proliferation, and increasing neuroprotection through receptor-mediated activation of specific intrinsic signalling pathways [92]. These neurotrophic factors primarily belong to three distinct families: (i) the neurotrophins; (ii) the glial-cell-line-derived neurotrophic factor family ligands (GFLs); and (iii) the neuropoietic cytokines [93]. Each family has distinct functional characteristics with some overlapping cellular responses [93]. Neurotrophins include NGF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT3) and neurotrophin-4 (NT4) [94]; GFs include GDNF, and neuropoietic cytokines include clary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) [93]. These neurotrophic factors have been used alone or in combination so as to harness the most effective response for nerve regeneration (table 4).

An ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) conduit used for the release of either NGF or GDNF bridged a 15 mm nerve gap through the addition of these respective neurotrophic factors alone [87]. The GDNF conduit group exhibited four times the number of myelinated axons than that of the NGF group, showing its potential for peripheral nerve repair [87]. Neurotrophic factors delivered alone however have shown limited functional recovery, and efforts have been made recently for the synergistic delivery of these neurotrophic factors [9]. One such study, carried out by Madduri et al. [9], involved co-delivery of both NGF and GDNF, using a luminal diffusion-based delivery system. This study argued that co-delivery was essential for increased functional regeneration, as peripheral nerve contained different neuronal and glial subpopulations (both motor and sensory) [4,9]. NGF, which acts through the high-affinity TrkA receptor, is primarily found on sensory neurons, shown to promote axon regeneration and re-innervation sympathetic axons following nerve injury [9].

The failure of single growth factor delivery may also be attributed to poor release kinetics, with some delivery systems exhibiting a high initial burst release [88]. In efforts to improve release, delivery systems that alter these release kinetics are being considered. One such strategy involves the use of physical cross-linking methods used in combination with a polymer coating [9]. This combination was shown to limit the initial burst release of growth factors, indicating a significant increase in nerve regeneration versus a PLGA polymer coating alone. The effects of this system on late stage functional recovery remain to be seen, but early results seem promising.

One alternative, for controlled delivery of neurotrophic factors, is the use of an affinity-based delivery system [83,89]. This system encloses growth factors within a fibrin-based matrix for intraluminal delivery of growth factors. This avoids the initial burst release.
seen in some diffusion-based systems and allows the controlled release of growth factors by cell-based degradation of the delivery system and the surrounding fibrin matrix. Using this system, GDNF or NGF were successfully delivered within the lumen of a silicone conduit, increasing the early stage regenerative response and successfully bridging a 13 mm gap in a rat sciatic nerve model [83]. For functional recovery, GDNF, in combination with this diffusion-based delivery system, exhibited a higher level functional recovery than that of the control allograft groups. This may be partially attributable to an increase in the number of large myelinated axons, increased early stage regeneration and the ability of the fibrin matrix to act as an intraluminal guidance structure for early stage cell migration. This study successfully incorporates a fibrin-based intraluminal guidance structure for enhanced contact guidance while synergistically creating a more conductive microenvironment for functional nerve regeneration [83]. GDNF, in particular, contributes to this significant increase in functional recovery, owing to its ability to act on both motor and sensory neurons [90]. This same combinatorial effect was seen in the use of nanofibrous constructs that were successfully combined with GDNF delivery, resulting in a similar increase in functional recovery [40]. However, the nerve regeneration response as a whole is stimulated by a number of factors that act synergistically to improve nerve repair. If the development of the nervous system is considered in its entirety, there is a defined synergy between angiogenesis and neurogenesis [91]. The addition of VEGF indicated a significant increase in angiogenesis and also exhibited a similar increase in overall nerve regeneration [79]. Although the addition of neurotrophic factors has shown advantages for nerve repair, their use has some limitations, including unintentional activation of multiple signalling pathways resulting in undesired biological effects, e.g. aberrant sprouting associated with the use of NGF, and short half-lives and poor stability—lasting literally minutes upon release in serum conditions [94–96]. These limitations may be overcome through increasing our knowledge of neurotrophic factor and growth factor delivery reducing unintentional effects. Similarly, by optimizing the release kinetics of neurotrophic factors delivery (using new biomaterial technologies) the disadvantage of their limited half-lives may be overcome [94–96]. New emerging delivery approaches being developed in our own laboratory include the use of biological collagen/fibrin microspheres, microfibres and hydrogels, as well as synthetic polymeric carriers for the creation of a sustained system for viable growth factor delivery [97–99].

4. SCHWANN CELLS: THE GOLD STANDARD FOR CELL-BASED REPAIR

During nerve regeneration, SC migration and proliferation can be seen as prerequisites for successful nerve
repair, seen in the cellular phase of successful nerve repair [1,7,28,31]. SCs that remain after Wallerian degeneration migrate and proliferate to form aligned glial bands of Büngner, during the cellular phase of NGC repair [7,28,29,31]. At this stage, SCs have switched to a regenerative phenotype, are actively secreting neurotrophic factors, and laying down basal lamina, and importantly their numbers have increased to 4–17 times the original number seen in normal nerve (approx. 20–10^6 cells ml⁻¹) [28,37]. However, as gap length increases, SC migration, proliferation and alignment decrease and SC numbers may be deemed insufficient for the creation of a conductive nerve environment [1]. In attempts to aid the regenerative cellular response to injury, cellular-based therapies are being considered as an alternate means for repair (table 5) [33,51,61,67,90,100–102].

One suggested approach to improve functional recovery and nerve regeneration, and as an alternative to neurotrophic factor delivery, is the use of autologous or allogenic SCs [37,90,101]. If autograft is taken as the current gold standard for peripheral nerve repair, similarly the addition of autologous SCs to NGCs can be taken as the current gold standard of cellular-based therapies. The use of SCs have the advantage of producing a number of neurotrophic factors, building their own basal lamina, expressing cell adhesion molecules and at a later stage are actively involved in the remyelination of regenerating nerve fibres [90,101]. The introduction of additional SCs would therefore assist in the creation of a conductive nerve microenvironment, especially across a critical nerve gap [50,96].

SCs may be introduced into the conduit via a number of methods. These include injection, suspension within an intraluminal hydrogel, distributed along intraluminal guidance structures or released from the luminal wall [33,61,67,101]. The implanted SCs can be successfully incorporated into the regenerative process and is nicely shown through the use of retrovirally labelled allogenic SCs (harvested from neonatal rats) [37]. At the optimum concentration (80 × 10^6 cells ml⁻¹), these labelled cells were shown to be successfully incorporated into the host regenerative process, and furthermore doubled the rate of regeneration versus that of control hollow silicone NGCs [37]. On the basis of these studies, SCs have been successfully implanted in a number of studies with varying effects on nerve regeneration and a functional study. In a study by Di Summa et al. [101], SCs were seeded within a hollow fibrin conduit and implanted in a 10 mm rat sciatic nerve model. These fibrin-SC conduits showed a significant increase in nerve regeneration, versus control hollow conduits, conduits seeded with differentiated bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (dBMSCs), or conduits seeded with differentiated adipose-derived mesenchymal stems cells (dADSCs) [101]. Recently, this same system, was used to bridge a 10 mm rat sciatic nerve gap over a period of 16 weeks [103]. This later study highlighted the benefits of alternate cell therapies, showing functional recovery levels comparable to that of autograft (discussed later). A similar study using a polyhydroxybuturate (PHB) conduit filled with a fibrin matrix and seeded with SCs or dBMSCs was shown to increase early nerve regeneration
The use of autologous SCs has a number of disadvantages associated with their use: culture times are long and difficult; the extraction of SCs from the host is often painful and requires sacrifice of host nerve tissue [101]. The sacrifice of this tissue has the same disadvantages as those of autograft, i.e. donor site morbidity, and the need for a secondary surgical site. Similarly for the use of allogenic SCs, an extensive immune response, requiring further immune suppression, similar to that associated with the use of allografting, is exhibited [104]. Alternative extraction methods and cellular therapies are now being considered, including stem cells and the use of gene therapy approaches.

4.1. Stem cells: a possible alternative to autologous Schwann cells

One cellular-based alternative is the use of stem cells to enhance the host regenerative response. In a number of studies, these cell types have been considered to enhance nerve regeneration (table 5). These stem cells come from numerous sources but many studies are concentrating on the use of either BMSCs or ASCs [51,67,101]. Autologous BMSCs can be easily derived by aspirating from the bone marrow of patients [51]. Likewise, ASCs can be easily extracted using conventional liposuction techniques [101]. These cells conform to the criteria for ideal transplantable cells: are easily extracted, proliferate rapidly in culture, have a relatively low cost, raise no ethical issues associated with their use and have the ability to differentiate along multiple cells lines, in particular neural and associated glial cell lineages [51,100,101,105]. Both ASCs and BMSCs have the advantage of exhibiting the ability to secrete multiple neurotrophic factors, including GDNF, NGF, NT-3 and BDNF [106–108]. These cells have been used in a number of studies in both the differentiated and undifferentiated states in order to investigate their effect on peripheral nerve regeneration (table 5).

The advantage of using mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in their undifferentiated state in vivo allows these multi-potent cells to be stimulated by advancing axons and native SCs, differentiating the MSCs along multiple pathways. This can aid in the creation of a conductive environment for nerve regeneration [100,101]. This differentiation in vivo may be caused by the fusion of implanted MSCs with host cells, rather than by directly differentiating into known cell types [51]. These MSCs have the capacity to differentiate directly or indirectly into glial-like cells, possibly secreting a variety of neurotrophic factors. Alternatively, the implanted MSCs have shown the capacity to differentiate into other supportive cells, such as endothelial-like cells, smooth muscle cells or pericytes [100]. These endothelial-like cells can produce a variety of growth factors, such as VEGF, which has been shown to have a simultaneous effect on angiogenesis, neurogenesis and neurorregeneration, which translates to positive effects on nerve regeneration in vivo [79,91,100].

In a very interesting study by Oliveira et al. [100], the addition of undifferentiated BMSCs were shown to significantly increase functional recovery in a mouse median nerve model. Using the earlier mentioned model, a PCL NGC with suspended undifferentiated BMSCs was successfully implanted and regeneration was evaluated up to 12 weeks post implantation. At the defined endpoint, there was a significant increase in the number of myelinated fibres and angiogenesis, versus control conduits [100]. The authors hypothesized that this could be attributed to the multi-potent nature of the BMSCs and their known ability to secrete multiple neurotrophic factors. Similarly, in a study carried out by Ding et al. [51] a combination of intra-luminal fillers and undifferentiated BMSCs showed that a significant increase in functional recovery across a critical nerve gap of approximately 50 mm in a canine nerve model versus that of the control group. This functional recovery approached that of autografts.

However, the mechanisms of the enhanced regenerative response are largely unknown, with very few BMSCs seen differentiating along an SC-like lineage [100]. This variability was highlighted in an early study by Santiago et al., where the use of undifferentiated ASCs showed no trans-differentiation to an SC-like phenotype. A significant increase in nerve thickness was seen in the cell-based group versus that of hollow NGCs [67]. The variability of using these undifferentiated MSCs may limit their future clinical applications, and further characterization is needed to assess their suitability for peripheral nerve repair.

Owing to these possible limitations of undifferentiated MSCs, one interesting alternative is the use of their differentiated counterparts. BMSCs and ASCs can be differentiated in vitro through combinations of various neurotrophic and growth factors, into a more glial or neural cell lineage [102,104–106,108]. These differentiated MSCs (dMSCs) have the advantage of being differentiated in a controlled manner, with both bone marrow and adipose-derived cells showing the ability to differentiate into SC-like cells [101,102,104,106]. These SC-like cells can have a positive effect on neurite outgrowth on sensory dorsal root ganglion neurons in vitro [104,106] and, in recent studies, have been shown to have beneficial effects in vivo [102]. In the case of dASCs, these positive effects on neurite outgrowth may be attributed to increased level of BDNF and NGF versus that of their undifferentiated counterparts [108]. The controlled differentiation of MSCs may also reduce concerns of adverse effects associated with undifferentiated MSCs, effects such as differentiation along a tumourigenic cell line [101]. Similarly, this controlled differentiation allows the creation of a less variable cellular-based treatment for peripheral nerve repair.

In a study by Di Summa et al. [101] differentiated ASCs and BMSCs were tested in a 10 mm rat sciatic nerve model where they exhibited a significant increase in nerve regeneration versus that of control hollow conduits at an early stage of nerve regeneration (two weeks). In a subsequent study, dASCs showed a significant increase in functional recovery and similar nerve morphometry to that of autograft 16 weeks post...
implantation [103]. This study emphasizes the benefits of pre-differentiating MSCs to an SC-like phenotype before implantation. It may yet prove a valid alternative for autologous SC implantation.

Ladak et al. [102] in a later study showed dBMSCs implanted within a hollow collagen NGC, have a similar increase in levels of regeneration, with similar increases in vitro neurite outgrowth. Despite promising in vitro results and an increase in levels of nerve regeneration in vivo, functional recovery remained poor and significantly lower than that of autograft groups [102]. This contrary result underlines the importance of correct cell–material combinations. Future studies in this area may consider the use of combinatorial approaches, e.g. using structural contact guidance in the earlier mentioned intraluminal guidance structures and variations in conduit design. These structures may be used to control the distribution of the implanted cells within the NGC and simultaneously interacting with native SCs. In addition, these same differentiated and undifferentiated MSCs may be subjected to ex vivo modulation discussed later.

4.2. Genetically modified cells

Current modification of SC cultures is primarily carried out ex vivo and a relatively small amount has been implanted in vivo. In an initial study by Timmer et al. [100], SCs were transfected to overexpress basic high-molecular-weight fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2). The transfected cells were enclosed within a Matrigel-filled silicone tube and implanted in a 15 mm rat sciatic nerve model. The transfected cell group showed a significant increase in the number of myelinated axons versus the control group. Later, a similar study was carried out by Haustert et al. [110] using two isoforms of FGF-2 (either high or low molecular weight FGF-2). SCs were transfected to overexpress each isoform of FGF-2 and similarly enclosed within a Matrigel-filled silicone tube and implanted in a 15 mm rat sciatic nerve model. The high molecular weight FGF-2 supported functional sensory recovery; however, the low molecular weight FGF-2 was shown to have an inhibitory effect on myelination [110].

In a study by Li et al. [111], allogenic rat SCs were transfected with a retrovirus encoding for enhanced expression of GDNF and implanted within a rat sciatic nerve model. The use of these GDNF modified SCs showed a significant increase in myelination, nerve regeneration and functional recovery compared with that of hollow conduits or similarly conduits seeded with undifferentiated SCs. It was also reported that this enhanced expression could be maintained for up to six weeks post injury, peaking roughly at four weeks post-transduction [111]. The use of genetically modified SCs requires further in vivo studies to be carried out to assess their potential benefit for functional nerve regeneration, and another interesting alternative may be the ex vivo modification of undifferentiated or differentiated MSCs, possibly increasing their potential for peripheral nerve repair.

Of note was a study carried out by Schmitte et al. [112] suggesting that the use of adult canine Schwann cells (cSCs) is a more clinically relevant model for translational research—in particular, for the translation of cellular-based therapies, this cell type—unlike those of rodent cells—displays characteristics that are similar to primate cells. These characteristics include the stable expression of the low-affinity binding receptor, p75NTR; the ability to grow for long periods in the absence of mitogens and no spontaneous immortalization of cultured SCs. These cSCs were successfully transfected by nucleofection, an alternative means to retrovirus transduction and showed the ability to express enhanced green fluorescent protein in vitro and in vivo. However, transfection by non-viral plasmids was seen as quite transient and expression levels became minimal after a period of one week in vivo. This suggests the need for prolonged release of this non-viral plasmid within the cell, if it is to show potential for peripheral nerve repair.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR NERVE GUIDANCE CONDUIT REPAIR

Despite advances in peripheral nerve repair, the best combination of materials has yet to be realized. Current approaches have a number of limitations (e.g. short half-lives, slow degradation rates, areas devoid of growth, beneficiary effects being lost at later stages of nerve regeneration). Each of these limitations needs to be addressed in order for these technologies to reach the clinic. Overcoming these limitations and expanding our current knowledge is a key step towards the creation of the next generation of NGCs.

5.1. Improvements in current intraluminal guidance structures

One possible limitation is the use of slow degrading intraluminal guidance structures. Current intraluminal guidance structures are made of slow degrading polymers and this often results in inhibition of regenerating axons or the formation of axonal and SC-depleted zones [39,41,47,113]. One interesting alternative to this approach is the use of a faster degrading polymer within the lumen of the conduit [13,114]. In a study by Nichterwitz et al. [114], poly-p-dioxanone (PDO) filaments enclosed within a host epineural tube were implanted in a rat sciatic nerve model and assessed after a period of six weeks for SC alignment and axonal regeneration. This study highlights the capacity of SCs to form glial bands of Büngner and to maintain these bands despite the fact that the underlying PDO filaments had begun to degrade. These regenerating axons were shown to follow these glial cell bands during repair. This can be seen to match the regeneration in the conduit over a relatively short gap. Noteworthy, during the weeks of the cellular and axonal phase, the fibrin cable which has a degradation time of approximately two weeks, has most likely degraded having fulfilled its role for cellular migration and has been replaced with a trophically and topographically aligned tissue cable which is a key factor for successful nerve repair [33,34]. This short degradation time could be seen as an essential prerequisite for the use of intraluminal fillers. This could be seen as an essential prerequisite for the use of intraluminal fillers. However increases in toxicity levels must be kept in mind. A study that supports this claim was carried by Wood et al. [83]. This study used a fibrin matrix which
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degraded after a four week period and despite its relatively short residence time showed beneficial effects on nerve regeneration. This further supplements the idea that intraluminal fillers are beneficial, but only at the early stages of growth, after which it can be hypothesized that they become an inhibitory molecule.

### 5.2. Neurotrophic factor mimetics: future molecular therapies

Molecular therapies using neurotrophic factor-based therapies have shown potential for enhancing functional recovery, as well as for increasing nerve regeneration. These therapies may also hold the potential for functional critical nerve repair. The use of these factors has a number of limitations as mentioned earlier. One alternative to the use of large neurotrophic factor is the use of small molecule mimetics [94,96,115,116]. These neurotrophic factor mimetics have the advantages of low immunogenicity, low molecular mass with relatively low manufacturing costs, compared with the use of whole proteins [94]. Research in this area concentrates primarily on the creation of mimetics of the neurotrophin factor, in particular mimetics of NGF, NT-3 and BDNF [94,96,115]. These mimetics have primarily focused on creation of ligands of these neurotrophins with specific receptor targets [94,96]. In the case of NGF mimetics, one example is the use of a NGF mimic that selectively binds and activates the high-affinity TrkA receptor, but not that of the low-affinity p75 receptor. The activation of these signalling pathways is associated with quite different responses. TrkA activation has effects on neuronal survival and differentiation, and p75 activation has been associated with apoptosis [94,96]. These mimetics overcome the limitation of the larger neurotrophic factors as they have increased stability and controlled activation of known cellular pathways. However, these neurotrophin mimetics are currently in the early stages of research and are not as of yet being considered for peripheral nerve repair. Future strategies may include controlled release of these neurotrophin mimetics as a substitute for whole protein therapies, allowing for more controlled targeting of cellular responses.

**5.3. Reaching the clinic: future design considerations and objectives**

In attempts to reach the clinic, a number of large animal studies and clinical trials have been carried out [117–119]. Lessons are continuously being learned from these studies and a number of design criteria are emerging that must be taken into consideration for future clinic use. In particular, the influence of nerve diameter on NGC repair has recently come to attention [6]. Current FDA-approved conduits have failed over increased nerve diameters, a failure primarily caused by incorrect NGC conduit design [6]. This problem highlights another key hurdle that needs to be surmounted in NGC repair, and, as clinical trials progress, more may become apparent. At this stage however, the next generation of NGCs should have a clear and well-defined objective, if they are to show benefit when brought to clinical practice. These objectives may possibly include some of the following criteria for nerve repair:

- show levels of regeneration equivalent or superior to that of autograft, the current gold standard for repair;
- extend regeneration beyond that of the current critical nerve gap of current NGCs and/or autograft;
- attain superior functional recovery, approaching that of the original uninjured nerve; and
- act as a superior replacement to other tissue engineering approaches.

### 5.4. Proteomic and genomic analysis of nerve guidance conduit repair: filling in the blanks

There remains a gap in knowledge of some of the key molecular responses to the NGC repair. In particular, as gap length increases, levels of regeneration and functional recovery have been shown to decrease [41,47,53]. The reasons for this decrease in regeneration have been discussed in detail earlier and similarly it has been shown that the level of regeneration and functional recovery can be enhanced through the addition of structure and the creation of a more conductive microenvironment (tables 2–5). However, the mechanisms by which these factors influence nerve regeneration are not clearly understood, and the missing components for complete functional nerve regeneration are yet to be realized. A number of excellent studies have characterized the response of peripheral nerve to injury, using both crush and transection injuries, using either proteomic or genomic approaches or a combination of the two [120–126]. This area of research ranges from analysis of the entire sciatic nerve to studies focusing on more specific areas such as extracted SCs and dorsal root ganglion, detailing both repair and developmental mechanisms associated with the cells. However, research to date has not taken into account the addition of an NGC and its effects on nerve repair. Similarly, the addition of an individual or combinatorial approaches have unknown effects on nerve regeneration and need to be carefully understood. We are currently exploring the biological and cellular response to NGC repair, from the most basic non-critical nerve gap to the more challenging critical gaps, and defining the missing components for increased functional nerve regeneration. This detailed analysis will define the cellular responses from the base genomic level to higher proteomic level at each stage of nerve regeneration and will provide a thorough and deep understanding of NGC repair as a function of gap length. It will further highlight the key repair processes needed for optimal functional nerve regeneration and ultimately where current NGCs fail to meet these criteria. This extensive back-to-roots study will enable us to not only understand the problem, but will also help us to address it.

### 6. CONCLUSION

There are many promising approaches being considered to improve existing hollow NGCs. Optimal regeneration will not be achieved using single factor strategies.
however, and an appropriate combinatorial approach should be considered. Although a number of studies do propose some interesting combination, the best combination of factors has yet to be realized. The decision of the best possible combination should take into consideration the natural sequence of events that occur during regeneration and from this understanding, decide how best to modulate the process. The field however is rapidly approaching, achieving a biomaterial-based alternative for nerve repair; it will be interesting to see if this next generation of NGCs can provide the optimal regenerative microenvironment.
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